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TT No.50: Mike Latham - Sat 3 January 2015- Lock Stock Welsh Alliance Division 2- 

Mochdre Sports 0-4 St Asaph City; Attendance: 40 (h/c); No admission or 

programme. 

I took a rather long-winded route to this game, which was not my intended 

destination on a day when rain swept in from the west before clearing later. 

Gwynedd League newcomers Harlech Town, so a couple of groundhopping friends 

assured me, was a good bet in wet weather- they may well be right, but as I 

arrived soon after 12 to find the ground deserted it was somewhat annoying to find 

the game had been called off due to a ‘waterlogged’ pitch. I managed to walk 

along the pitch without drowning, took my dog Finty for a quick walk along the 

magnificent beach and then headed inland.  

Fortunately, a few games had survived in the Welsh Alliance- where Secretary Ron 

Bridges maintains an excellent website. Mochdre Sports, newly promoted to the 

league this season are also active on twitter and were optimistic that this game 

against second-placed St Asaph City would go ahead. Even so it was with some 

relief that I arrived at the ground, after passing Glan Conwy’s game against 

Llandudno Junction that was about to start, to find the game ready to go ahead.  

By now it was a pleasant and dry afternoon, much milder than of late but much 

colder than on my previous visit here for cricket. Mochdre Sports Association is a 

well looked-after sports facility and their cricket team play in the top division of 

the North Wales Premier Cricket League. It was no wonder that Glamorgan officials 

had complimented the club after a recent visit for a benefit game for the ground is 

a real credit to the club.  

At the time of the cricket game the football field, located at the far end of the 

complex looked rather forlorn and in need of some ‘TLC.’ But with the football 

season now well into gear it looked totally different with the teams walking out 

and around 40 spectators assembling around the ropes. The footballers use the 

cricket facilities and walk across the cricket field, avoiding the square, to the 

game. There is a well-maintained bar and the club officials are friendly. It’s 

surprising no attempt is made to collect a ‘gate’ to help defray the officials’ 

expenses.  

The ground is basic, with just some dug-outs on the far side, behind which is 

located a banking that, though overgrown, affords a decent view of the play. 

Surrounded on two sides by an industrial estate and with the busy A55 behind the 

far goal the location doesn’t sound too flash but I found it to be an enjoyable way 

to spend an afternoon.  

On a well grassed and heavy pitch the visitors won this fairly comfortably. They 

were 3-0 up at half-time and added a late fourth, though Mochdre improved 

markedly after the interval. With views of distant hills and the smell of salt air, as 

the ground is just inland from Colwyn Bay, it was a good way to rid myself of the 



disappointment of the Harlech postponement and also complete the Welsh 

Alliance- a champagne job indeed.  

With the game finishing bang on time I took the opportunity to travel a few miles 

along the A55 and saw the last 25 minutes of Conwy Borough’s 0-0 draw with 

Porthmadog in the Huw Gray Cymru Alliance. I’d visited Y Morfa some years ago 

but forgot to take along my camera so it was a good chance to take some 

photographs of a most impressive ground that has really had some ‘TLC’ lavished 

upon it.  
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